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By Mark L. Van Name

Baen. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 736 pages. Dimensions: 7.5in. x 5.0in. x
1.6in.The First Two Novels--One Jump Ahead and Slanted Jack--in the Popular Jon and Lobo SF
Adventure Series, Plus the Short Story Which Began the Series, and MoreAll in One Moderately-
Priced Volume with a New Cover Treatment. Van Name has created a hero worth at least a dozen
more novels . . . I want this to be a series. I want to read a new one every year. Orson Scott Card Jon
Moore: A nanotech-enhanced warrior who wants nothing more than a quiet life and a way back to
his strange home world. Lobo: An AI-enhanced Predator-Class Assault Vehicle, a mobile fortress
equipped for any environment from the seabed to interstellar space. TWO WOLVES IN A GALAXY OF
LARGER PREDATORS! For the first time in a Jon and Lobo book, My Sister, My Self, the short story
which introduced Jon Moore. One Jump Ahead: Jon Moore wanted only to relax on the pristine
planet of Macken--but Macken was the secret battleground of two megacorporations, both
determined to control the local jump gate and the riches of an undeveloped world. Finding allies
and enemies among terrorist groups and...
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ReviewsReviews

This kind of publication is every thing and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through time. I realized
this ebook from my i and dad recommended this publication to understand.
-- Dax Herzog-- Dax Herzog

Very good eBook and beneficial one. It generally is not going to price a lot of. I discovered this ebook from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Tyrel Bartell-- Tyrel Bartell
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